New Milne Plans for War Memorial

Plans for a memorial to the Milne boys who have given their lives in the war. The memorial is the feature of Dr. Frederick's speech, opening the 99th year of the Milne School. This was not to be a stone memorial on which are engraved the names of these boys, but a new type of memorial which has grown out of this war, a living memorial, one which is in practical use all the time, that will honor the dead and add the living in some small way to build better citizens for a better world.

Who's Paid?

Student tax returns from Dr. Cooper's records show that Frank Coburn, a junior, was early bird of the season, and is holding the Student Tax ticket bearing the number one.

Second place is held by Nancy Bonsall, Jean Pirnie, Rosada Marston, Bill Bull, Dick Grace and Phil Stoddard. They set up tentative rules and regulations which will be presented to the faculty for approval.

The remainder of the meeting was devoted to a discussion of the Senior Room rules and the class rings.

Dr. Frederick's speech, opening the 99th year of the Milne School.

This plan is only a dream now. There has been nothing definite arranged as yet, but it will be up to this committee to work this out. In due time there will be a committee with representatives from the student body, parents, alumni and the faculty.
Greetings 7th Year

Dashing up the wrong stairs, crashing into supervisors, pecking curiously into classrooms, being stepped on by all sorts of crowds, marching out of the first assembly while all upperclassmen murmured criticisms and comments because they were thus honored . . . this was the introduction of the new Seventh Graders to the majestic halls of Milne. Poor souls, but Milne isn’t as heartless as you think at first. We welcome you now officially and hope that you will love the dear old school with the kind of love we feel for it.

There really was never a school quite like Milne. It grows on you and when the time draws near to leave, it is worse than leaving your best friend. Certainly there were times when you wanted to throw your books into the nearest lake and wanted to tell certain people exactly what you thought of them, but even that forms a fond memory. Everything that happens at Milne always comes out for the good and you will remember each incident for ever. Maybe you won’t appreciate it at first but just wait . . .

The best of luck to you, Seventh Graders. You have a long way to go and millions of opportunities ahead of you. You have the opportunity of running a school government, of putting out your own newspaper and yearbook, of getting an education by the newest teaching methods taught by one of the highest rated faculties in the country. Then there is the opportunity to have the greatest time of your life in all sorts of social activities. We know that you will like Milne and that Milne will like you.

Senior Spotlight

by MOE

Bill has been with us a year now. In this period of time we’ve come to recognize this tall lanky senior and realize his abilities.

We were impressed with Bill’s outstanding personality because he was chosen to fill many an office in his junior year. He was treasurer of the Junior class, treasurer of the French Club (this boy can be trusted with your money), assistant manager of the baseball team, junior reporter of the Bricks and Ivy.

Three Ambitions

Bill has three ambitions out of life—please, could he bowl over 200 by Christmas. He thinks he wants to be an engineer either physical or chemical and would like to go to M.I.T. Last of all, millions of stag parties at Newton’s. When asked why he said he liked the atmosphere at Newton’s, slot machines, pool tables, couple good books and a little sumpin’ else.

Now we come to the likes and dislikes. The likes are many, but after a hard day in accounting and chemistry, he couldn’t think of them all. Some are, roast beef rare, dancing, Lillian Russel (melon ice cream in it to you and me), swimming, WOMEN, wool ties and “Paper Moon” (song). Bill’s dislikes are coming home nights (that’s only natural), getting stuck in the mud in a vehicle and bragging.

You can talk and talk but it all comes down to this little woman. Bill likes his five feet five, suitable structure, sense of humor, economy and, if you please, without slacks.

Sports High

Sports are high on Bill’s list. He was on the basketball varsity last year, all out for football this year, golf (which he played 35 holes of on Saturday), swimming and bowling.

The junior year leaves him with two fond memories. Above all the famed swing gang and it seems the French II class made quite an impression. Naturally Bill has had a few important words to say about the Student Council. The aim project will be Milne’s war memorial. He also said, “The Student Council hasn’t been organized as yet. We expect to do our best by our classmates.”
New Football Squad Formed
Intramural Games Planned

Many Arrive
For Practice; Faculty Assists

The first outdoor practice in football took place Tuesday afternoon at 3:15. Sixty fellows appeared for the opening day. The players were almost evenly distributed from the upper four classes.

Coach Hathaway intends to form an eleven-man football team. He is not sure of what plays the team is interested in, but he plans to play three games this season. The first game will be against the Freshmen, followed by games against the Sophomores and Juniors.

The Freshmen will be led by new captains A1 Jones, Phil Dauey, Art Stoddard, and Don Christie. The Sophomores will be led by new captains Frankie Kirk and Barbara Smith. The Juniors will be led by new captains Frank Riley Hughes. There will be a complete new schedule for intramural games.

Library Receives
New Fall Books

The Milne Library recently received some of its yearly quota of books. The list included topics of interest to readers of all ages and backgrounds.

For instance, the boys might be interested in a book such as "Ben Hur's Navigation," by George W. Mixter, or "Our Coast Guard Academy," by Bill O'Brien. For the girls there are "Penny and the Pup, Murder and Castle," by Dorothy Deming; "The Moved Outs," by Florence C. Means; and "Do it Yourself," by Milvina de Camilli.

No one is sure of what plays the team is interested in, but they are expected to arrive shortly.

Those who turned out were:

Freshmen
Al Jones, Phil Dauey, Art Stoddard, Frank Riley Hughes, Larry Hicks, Aubrey Hudgins, Don Christie, Bill Hayward, Gene St. Louis, Phil Stoddard, Scott Clarke, Don Christie, Bill Hayward, and Larry Hicks.

Sophomores

Juniors

Seniors
Ray Blanchard, Bill Bull, Larry Clarke, Don Chest, and Bill Hayward.

Welsh, Ex-Milnite
Killed In Plane Crash

Donald E. Welsh, aviation radioman 2/c U.S.N.R. was reported killed when his plane crashed into Monterey Bay, California, August 17.

The three-man plane was on a routine overwater flight after being grounded. They lost the radar beam on which they were flying in the fog, and crashed into the bay.

This year's senior cheerleading squad is headed by co-captains Frankie Kirk and Barbara Smith. The 1944-'45 squad elected the two at the end of last year's season.

The boys plan a busy year with baseball and football as main highlights. The girls plan a busy year with basketball and volleyball as main highlights.

SMITTEE

Frankie and Smittle—Captains

This year's senior cheerleading squad is headed by co-captains Frankie Kirk and Barbara Smith. They are the 1944-45 squad elected the two at the end of last year's season.

The girls plan a busy year with baseball and football as main highlights. The boys plan a busy year with basketball and volleyball as main highlights.

The Junior Squad is scheduled for reorganization. They will hold a meeting in the near future for all who are interested in participating. A captain will be announced at that time.

Boys to Remain

Ray Blanchard, Larry Hicks, '46 and Harvey Dewitt, '45, have been completed murals dealing with various aspects of music. Jay's mural pictures a realistic scene of music students and is to be placed in the police office. Lois' mural is entitled "The Majesty of Music" and the "Beauty of Music."
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